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Abstract
A totally ordered group G (possibly with extra structure) is called coset-minimal if every
de3nable subset of G is a 3nite union of cosets of de3nable subgroups intersected with inter-
vals with endpoints in G ∪ {±∞}. Continuing work in Belegradek et al. (J. Symbolic Logic
65(3) (2000) 1115) and Point and Wagner (Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 105(1–3) (2000) 261),
we study coset-minimality, as well as two weak versions of the notion: eventual and ultimate
coset-minimality. These groups are abelian; an eventually coset-minimal group, as a pure or-
dered group, is an ordered abelian group of 3nite regular rank. Any pure ordered abelian group
of 3nite regular rank is ultimately coset-minimal and has the exchange property; moreover,
every de3nable function in such a group is piecewise linear. Pure coset-minimal and even-
tually coset-minimal groups are classi3ed. In a discrete coset-minimal group every de3nable
unary function is piece-wise linear (this improves a result in Point and Wagner (Ann. Pure
Appl. Logic 105(1–3) (2000) 261), where coset-minimality of the theory of the group was re-
quired). A dense coset-minimal group has the exchange property (which is false in the discrete
case (M.S.R.I., preprint series, 1998-051)); moreover, any de3nable unary function is piecewise
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linear, except possibly for 3nitely many cosets of the smallest de3nable convex nonzero subgroup.
Finally, we give some examples and open questions.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In model theory one of the 3rst natural questions is what the de3nable relations in a
given structure are. An opposite natural question is, given a particular characterization
of the de3nable sets, what we can say about the structure. An ordered structure in
which the de3nable sets are as simple as possible—only the Boolean combinations of
intervals with endpoints in the structure—is called o-minimal [9].
In [2] a notion of quasi-o-minimality (introduced in [4] as a generalization of o-
minimality) had been studied. A complete theory of ordered structures is called quasi-
o-minimal if every de3nable set in any of its models is a Boolean combination of
parameter-free de3nable sets and intervals with endpoints in the model.
In particular, ordered groups (which may carry extra structure) with quasi-o-minimal
theories had been analyzed. (Throughout the paper, for short, we call ordered groups
with extra structure just groups.) In particular, it was proven that any such group is
abelian, and any divisible such group is o-minimal. The theories of the lexicographically
ordered groups Zn and Zn ×Q with all elements named provide examples of quasi-o-
minimal theories. Moreover, for each of these speci3c groups, every de3nable set in
any model G of the theory of the group is a 3nite union of cosets of subgroups mG
intersected with intervals, for some positive integer m. (We shall elaborate this and
some related results in the present paper.) This is based on a quanti3er elimination
result for ordered abelian groups of 3nite regular rank due to Weispfenning [12], which
allows an easy characterization of de3nable sets in the groups; see Fact 8 below.
We recall that an ordered group is regular if it is elementarily equivalent (as a pure
ordered group) to an archimedean group [11], or, equivalently, if for all n¿0 any
interval of size at least n contains an n-divisible element. An ordered abelian group G
is said to have >nite regular rank if it has a 3nite series {0}=G0¡G1¡ · · ·¡Gd=G
of convex subgroups Gi with regular quotients Gi+1=Gi (for i¡d). Such a series of
minimal possible length n is uniquely determined [1], and d is called the regular rank
of the group. Pure ordered abelian groups of 3nite regular rank can be characterized as
the ordered groups elementarily equivalent to subgroups of the lexicographically ordered
groups Rn; n¡!, or as the ordered abelian groups with 3nitely many de3nable convex
subgroups [1].
Fact 1 (Belegradek [1]). (1) In any pure ordered abelian group of >nite regular rank
d there is only one >nite series of convex subgroups with regular quotients of length d.
It is the unique >nite series {0}=G0¡G1¡ · · ·¡Gd=G of convex subgroups such
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that Gi+1=Gi is regular for all i¡d, and not divisible if 0¡i¡d. All members of the
series are parameter-free de>nable.
(2) In any ordered abelian group with >nitely many de>nable convex subgroups
they form a series with regular quotients. The number of nonzero such subgroups is
greater or equal to the regular rank of the group; for pure groups the two numbers
are equal.
In [10] the theory of quasi-o-minimality in the context of groups had been further
developed. A group is called coset-minimal if every de3nable set in it is a 3nite union
of cosets of de3nable subgroups intersected with intervals. We say that the theory of
an ordered group is coset-minimal if every model of it is coset-minimal. We do not
know if the theory of any coset-minimal group is coset-minimal. It was shown that the
theory of a group G is coset-minimal iJ the theory of G with all elements named is
quasi-o-minimal.
The above-mentioned characterization of de3nable sets in models of the theories of
pure ordered groups Zn and Zn ×Q shows that these theories are coset-minimal (see
Section 2). A coset-minimal group need not be a pure ordered group: it was shown
in [3] that the theory of the ordered group Z × Z expanded by the endomorphism
(x; y) → (0; x) is coset-minimal. It was proven in [10] that any coset-minimal group
is an expansion of a group elementarily equivalent to Zn or Zn×Q, for some n. Thus
the coset-minimal pure ordered groups are exactly the groups elementarily equivalent
to Zn or Zn ×Q (Corollary 16).
In the study of quasi-o-minimal groups [2] a crucial role belongs to analysis of
behavior of de3nable sets near in3nity and near the cuts corresponding to convex
de3nable subgroups. This motivated the following notions [10].
Let (M;¡) be a linearly ordered set, and A; X; Y subsets of M . We say (cf. [2]) that
X is ultimately equal to Y in A if there is a∈A such that X ∩A∩[a;∞)=Y∩A∩[a;∞).
If A=M , it is usually omitted.
A group G is called ultimately coset-minimal if for every de3nable convex subgroup
H of G, every de3nable set X in G is ultimately equal in H to a 3nite union of cosets
of some (not necessarily de3nable) subgroups of G.
A group G is called eventually coset-minimal if for every de3nable nontrivial convex
subgroup H of G and every de3nable set X in G there are a∈H and b¿H (if H=G
then b is allowed to be ∞) such that on the interval (a; b) the set X is equal to a
3nite union of cosets of some (not necessarily de3nable) subgroups of G.
Clearly, coset-minimality implies eventual coset-minimality, which in turn implies
ultimate coset-minimality. These weak versions of coset-minimality were introduced
in [10], where ultimate coset-minimality was called ultimate periodicity, and eventual
coset-minimality essential periodicity.
The condition of ultimate coset-minimality implies strong consequences.
Fact 2 (Point and Wagner [10, Theorem 2.2, Proposition 2.4]). Let G be an ulti-
mately coset-minimal group. Then:
(1) G is abelian.
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(2) Every de>nable subgroup of G has >nite index in its convex hull; in particular
the index |G : nG| is >nite for all n¡!.
(3) If H is a de>nable subgroup of G and X a de>nable subset of H , then X is
ultimately equal in H to a >nite union of cosets of nG, for some n¡!.
(4) G is eventually coset-minimal i@ for any de>nable proper nonzero convex sub-
group H the quotient G=H is discrete.
Nevertheless, the class of ultimately coset-minimal groups is quite broad: we will
show (Theorem 10) that any pure ordered abelian group G of 3nite regular rank with
3nite |G : nG| for all positive integers n is ultimately coset-minimal. In particular, any
subgroup of the lexicographically ordered group Qn is ultimately coset-minimal.
Fact 3 (Point and Wagner [10, Proposition 2.4, Corollary 2.5]). Let G be an eventu-
ally coset-minimal group. Then
(1) G has >nitely many de>nable convex subgroups.
(2) Every de>nable subgroup of G is a >nite union of cosets of nG, intersected with
intervals, for some n¡!.
(3) If H is a de>nable nontrivial convex subgroup of G and X a de>nable subset of
G, then there are a∈H and b¿H such that on (a; b) the set X is equal to a
>nite union of cosets of nG, for some n¡!.
The number of nonzero de3nable convex subgroups of an eventually coset-minimal
group G is called the degree of G, in symbols, deg(G) [10].
By Facts 1(2) and 3(1) every eventually coset-minimal ordered group is of 3nite
regular rank. We characterize eventually coset-minimal pure ordered groups as follows
(Theorem 12): the eventually coset-minimal pure ordered groups are exactly the ordered
abelian groups G such that (i) nG is a subgroup of 3nite index for every positive integer
n, and (ii) G has a 3nite series {0}=G0¡G1¡ · · ·¡Gd=G of convex subgroups such
that Gi+1=Gi is regular for all i¡d, and discrete if 0¡i¡d. Such ordered groups can
be also characterized as those groups elementarily equivalent to the 3nite lexicographic
products Zm × H , where H is a subgroup of R such that nH is of 3nite index in H
for every positive integer n [1]. (Any subgroup of Q is an example for such an H .)
Fact 3(2) obviously implies
Fact 4. Let G be a coset-minimal group. For any de>nable subset X of G there exists
n¡! such that X is equal to a >nite union of cosets of nG intersected with intervals.
Corollary 5. If G is a coset-minimal group with extra structure then any reduct of
G containing (¡;+) is coset-minimal.
Fact 6 (Point and Wagner [10, Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4]). If G is a coset-minimal
dense group, and G1 is its smallest de>nable nontrivial convex subgroup, then G1
is divisible and o-minimal (with the structure induced by all parameter-de>nable re-
lations).
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In fact, we shall see later (Proposition 47) that G1 is stably embedded, i.e. any
parameter-de3nable subset of G1 is de3nable with parameters in G1.
Conjecture 7. Let G be a coset-minimal pure ordered abelian group whose minimal
de>nable nontrivial convex subgroup G1 is divisible. Let R be a set of relations on
G1 such that (G1;R) is o-minimal. Then (G;R) is coset-minimal.
In [10] it is shown that any pure discrete regular group has the exchange property. In
general, for a coset-minimal group the exchange property can fail [3]: a counterexample
is some nonstandard model of the theory of Z×Z with lexicographic ordering expanded
by the endomorphism (x; y) → (0; x). (For an elaboration of the example, see 55.)
A counterexample to the exchange property cannot be a pure ordered group, for
a quite general reason. We show that in any pure ordered abelian group of 3nite
regular rank every de3nable function is piecewise linear (Theorem 17). From this result
we deduce that in every pure ordered abelian group of 3nite regular rank algebraic
dependence is just linear dependence, in the dense case, and linear dependence modulo
the subgroup generated by 1, in the discrete case (Theorem 48). Therefore, such a
group has the exchange property (Theorem 49).
Also, we prove (Theorem 53) that a counterexample cannot be dense. The proof is
based on a characterization of de3nable unary functions in dense coset-minimal groups:
in such a group any de3nable unary function is piecewise linear, except possibly for
3nitely many cosets of the smallest de3nable convex nonzero subgroup (Theorem 43).
In any discrete coset-minimal group every de3nable unary function is piecewise linear
(Theorem 33); this improves a result in [10], where coset-minimality of the theory of
the group was required.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we study coset-minimality and its weak versions for pure ordered
groups. We 3nd a broad class of ultimately coset-minimal pure ordered groups, and
characterize coset-minimal and eventually coset-minimal pure ordered groups. Also
we show that in eventually coset-minimal pure ordered groups the de3nable unary
functions are piecewise linear. In Section 3, we show that the expansions of certain
ordered abelian groups by arbitrary bounded relations are eventually coset-minimal. In
Sections 4 and 5 we characterize de3nable unary functions in coset-minimal groups (the
discrete and dense cases, respectively). In Section 6 we consider the exchange property
for coset-minimal groups. We 3nish with some more examples and open questions in
Section 7.
2. Pure ordered groups
We call ordered groups without extra structure pure ordered groups, or sometimes
just pure groups.
In this section, G will be a pure ordered abelian group of >nite regular rank, and
0 = G0 ¡ G1 ¡ · · · ¡ Gd = G
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a chain of convex subgroups of G such that Gi=Gi−1 is regular for all 0¡i6d. (Note
that we do not assume that it is the chain of minimal possible length; for example, it
can be 0¡{0} ×Q¡Q×Q:)
Let I be the set of all 0¡i6d such that Gi=Gi−1 is discrete, and for i∈I let
1i + Gi−1 be the least element of Gi=Gi−1. Let G be the ordered group G aug-
mented by the constants 1i for all i∈I and by predicates for the subgroups Gi +
nG, for all i6d and n¡!. (Clearly, this involves a choice for the constants
1i if i¿1:)
The following is a reformulation of [12, Theorem 2.9].
Fact 8. G admits quanti>er elimination.
Fact 9. Let Ai be an archimedian group elementarily equivalent to Gi=Gi−1, and 1i
be the least element of Ai for i∈I . Let B be the lexicographic product Ad× · · ·×A1,
and Bi the convex subgroup Ai × · · · × A1. Let B be the ordered group B augmented
by the constants 1i for all i∈I and by predicates for the subgroups Bi + nB, for all
i6d and n¡!. Then B ≡ G. In particular, the convex de>nable subgroups of G are
exactly the Gi, for i6d, because the convex subgroups of B are exactly the Bi, for
i6d.
Theorem 10. If |G : nG|¡∞ for all 0¡n¡! then G is ultimately coset-minimal.
Proof. By Fact 8 any de3nable subset in G is a positive Boolean combination of
subsets de3ned by formulas of the following forms:
(1) kx∈g+ Gi + nG or kx =∈g+ Gi + nG,
(2) kx∈g+ Gi or kx =∈g+ Gi,
(3) kx=g; kx¡g, or g¡kx,
where 0¡k; n¡!; i6d, and g∈G.
Since |G : nG|¡∞, every formula (1) is equivalent to a 3nite disjunction of formulas
of the form kx∈g + nG, and we may assume that all formulas (1) are in fact of the
form kx∈g+nG. If such a formula de3nes a nonempty set and a is one of its elements,
the formula is equivalent to k(x − a)∈nG, and so to x∈a + mG for some m. So we
may assume that all formulas (1) are of the form x∈g+ nG.
If kx∈g + Gi de3nes a nonempty set, and a is one of its elements, this formula is
equivalent to k(x−a)∈Gi, and thus to x−a∈Gi. If g+Gi has no k-divisible element,
the formula kx =∈g + Gi de3nes the whole of G; if ka∈g + Gi, then kx =∈g + Gi is
equivalent to x =∈a + Gi. Therefore, we may assume that all formulas (2) are of the
form x∈g + Gi or x =∈g + Gi. But the coset g + Gi intersects a subgroup Gj either in
∅, or in a coset of Gi ∩Gj=Gmin{i; j}, which is ultimately equal in Gj to ∅ if i¡j, and
to Gj if i¿j.
Finally, each of the sets de3ned by a formula (3) is convex, and any convex set is
ultimately equal in Gj either to Gj or to ∅. So in any Gj a set de3ned by a formula
of type (2) or (3) is ultimately equal to Gj or to ∅.
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Problem 11. Characterize all pure ultimately coset-minimal groups.
Theorem 12. Suppose |G : nG|¡∞ for all 0¡n¡!, and Gi+1=Gi is discrete for all
0¡i¡d. Then G is eventually coset-minimal. More precisely, every de>nable subset
of G is a >nite union of points and cosets of nG, for some n, intersected with convex
de>nable sets of the form {x : a¡kx¡b}, where a and b may be the in>nities.
Proof. By Fact 9 the nontrivial de3nable convex subgroups of G are the subgroups Gi,
for i¿0. So G=H is discrete for any nontrivial de3nable convex subgroup H , which,
together with ultimate coset-minimality of G, yields eventual coset-minimality, by
Fact 2(4).
By the proof of Theorem 10, for the second part it suLces to prove that Gi and
its complement are positive Boolean combinations of cosets of 2G and intervals, for
any i¿0. As {x : Gi¡x}=(1i+1;∞)∪ (Gi +1i+1), it suLces to show this for Gi only.
Since |Gi : 2Gi|¡∞, the subgroup Gi is a 3nite union of cosets of 2Gi. Note that,
2Gi =2G ∩ (−1i+1; 1i+1) for any i¿0. Hence any coset of 2Gi is a coset of 2G inter-
sected with an interval, and the result follows.
Since any convex set is equal to ∅; Gi; G − Gi, or G on some interval [h; h′] with
h∈Gi and h′¿Gi, this yields an alternative proof of the 3rst part as well.
Remark 13. By Fact 1(1), under the conditions of the theorem every Gi is parameter-
free de3nable in the pure ordered group structure. Thus G actually is a de3nitional
expansion of (G; 1i : i∈ I).
Let us call an ordered group (possibly with extra structure) weakly coset-minimal if
every de3nable set in G is a 3nite union of cosets of nG, for some n¡!, intersected
with convex de3nable sets. The argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 12 shows
that any weakly coset-minimal group is eventually coset-minimal, and the theorem
claims that G is weakly coset-minimal.
Corollary 14. A pure abelian ordered group G is eventually coset-minimal if and only
if there is a series of convex subgroups 0=G0¡G1¡ · · ·¡Gd =G such that G1 is
a regular group with |G1 : nG1|¡∞ for all 0¡n¡!, and Gi=Gi−1 is discrete regular
for 1¡i6d.
Proof. The if part is Theorem 12, together with Remark 13 (or with Corollary 5). The
only if part follows from Facts 3(1), 1(2), and 2(4).
Theorem 15. Suppose Gi+1=Gi is discrete for all 0¡i¡d, and G1 is divisible or dis-
crete. Then G is coset-minimal.
Proof. Since a discrete regular ordered abelian group is elementarily equivalent to Z,
we get |G : nG| is equal to nd−1 if G1 is divisible, and to nd if G1 is discrete.
By Theorem 12 it suLces to prove that the formula a¡mx de3nes a set which is
a 3nite union of cosets of subgroups Gi intersected with intervals, for any a∈G and
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m¿0. Consider the minimal i6d such that there is b∈Gi with a − b∈mG. If i=0
then a=mc for some c∈G, and a¡mx iJ c¡x.
Suppose i¿0. Then a is not m-divisible. Let a=mc + b, where b∈Gi. Then b is
not m-divisible. Therefore if i=1 then Gi is not divisible. Hence in any case Gi=Gi−1
is a discrete regular group. Let Mx= x + Gi−1, for x∈Gi. We have Mb=m Mu + k M1i, for
some u∈Gi and 06k¡m. Here k =0; otherwise b=mu + v for some v∈Gi−1; and
a=m(c + u) + v, contrary to the minimality of i.
We claim that a¡mx iJ Mc+ Mu¡ Mx. Indeed, if Mc+ Mu¡ Mx then Mc+ Mu+ M1i6 Mx, and hence
Ma = m Mc + Mb = m Mc + m Mu+ k M1i ¡ m( Mc + Mu+ M1i)6 Mmx:
Therefore a¡mx. Conversely, if Mc + Mu¿ Mx then
Ma = m Mc + m Mu+ k M1i ¿ m Mx;
hence a¿mx.
But Mc + Mu¡ Mx iJ x¿c + u+ Gi−1. So
{x : a ¡ mx} = (c + u+ 1i ;∞) ∪ (c + u+ 1i + Gi−1)
and we are done.
Corollary 16. A pure abelian ordered group G is coset-minimal if and only if there
is a chain of convex subgroups 0=G0¡G1¡ · · ·¡Gd =G such that G1 is a divisible
or discrete regular group, and Gi=Gi−1 is discrete regular for 1¡i6d.
Proof. The if part is Theorem 15, together with Remark 13 (or with Corollary 5). The
only if part follows from Facts 3(1), 1(2), 2(4), and 6.
Thus a pure discrete eventually coset-minimal group is coset-minimal. As for pure
dense groups, for any proper nonempty subset  of the set of prime numbers the
localization
Z() = {mn ∈ Q : p does not divide n for any prime p ∈ }
is an example of an eventually coset-minimal dense archimedean group, which is not
coset-minimal.
As for ultimately, but not eventually coset-minimal pure groups, consider the group
H =Z(2) × G with lexicographic ordering, where G=Z for the discrete or G=Q for
the dense case. In each of the cases H is of regular rank 2, and so the convex subgroup
{0} × G is parameter-free de3nable by Fact 1(1) (and the de3ning formulas can be
easily written down explicitly). By Theorem 10 and Corollary 14 (or Fact 2(4)) these
groups are ultimately, but not eventually, coset-minimal.
Theorem 17. Any de>nable function in G is piecewise linear. More precisely, let f be
an n-ary function in G de>nable with parameters from a set A. Let C be the subgroup
of G generated by A and 11 if G is discrete, and by A if G is dense. Then the domain
of f can be partitioned into >nitely many sets P1; : : : ; Ps de>nable over A such that
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for every i there are ci ∈C; Mmi ∈Zn and ki ∈Z; ki¿0, such that kif( Mx)= Mmi Mx+ ci for
any Mx∈Pi (where Mmi Mx=
∑n
j=1 mijxj).
Proof. We may assume that A is 3nite and G is !-saturated. Put I ′= I\{1}. Let M1 be
the tuple (1i : i∈ I ′), and D the subgroup generated by M1. Fix Mb∈ dom(f).
First we show that we can rechoose the constants M1 so that acl(AMb)∩D= {0},
or, in other words, that we can realize in G the in3nite set of formulas in vari-
ables Mv= {vi : i∈ I ′} over AMb which says: (i) every nontrivial linear combination of
vi’s over Z represents an element nonalgebraic over AMb, and (ii) vi + Gi−1 is the
least element of Gi=Gi−1, for i∈ I ′. As G is saturated over AMb, it suLces to show
that, for any 3nite X ⊂G and any 3nite set t1(Mv); : : : ; ts(Mv) of nontrivial linear com-
binations of vi’s over Z there is Me in G satisfying (ii) such that all tj( Me) are
outside X .
Let Mg=(gi : i∈ I ′) be a tuple with gi ∈Gi−1\Gi−2 for all i∈ I ′. For n∈Z let n Mg=
(ngi : i∈ I ′). Since the Gj are distinct convex subgroups, Mg is linearly independent
over Z (if
∑
i∈I ′ nigi and i is maximal with ni =0, get nigi ∈Gi−2 for a contra-
diction). Therefore, for any j, if n = n′ then tj(M1 + n Mg) = tj(M1 + n′ Mg). Clearly, for
any n the tuple M1 + n Mg satis3es (ii). Therefore we can choose Me with the required
property.
Let a=f(Mb). Put B= 〈Mb〉 + C + D. By Fact 8 every formula in G is equivalent
to a quanti3er-free formula. So a is de3ned by a conjunction of formulas of the
form:
(1) kx= g; kx¡g, or kx¿g,
(2) kx∈ g+ Gi + nG, or kx ∈ g+ Gi + nG,
where k is positive, g∈B, and Gi + nG =0. Since x∈Gi + nG iJ kx∈Gi + knG, we
may assume that all coeLcients k are the same.
We show that ka∈B. If there is some conjunct of the form kx= g, we are done.
Otherwise our conjunction is (g¡kx¡g′) ∧  (x), where  (x) is a conjunction of for-
mulas of the form (2), and g; g′ may be ±∞. Let m be the least common multiple of
all nonzero n’s involved in  ; if there is no such n, put m=1. Suppose G is dense.
Choose t ∈ (0; g′ − ka) which belongs to all nonzero Gi involved in  . Take y with
0¡kmy¡t. Then a+my satis3es our conjunction, contrary to the assumption that the
conjunction de3nes a.
It follows that G is discrete. But then a+ m11 satis3es (g¡kx) ∧  (x) and so does
not satisfy kx¡g′. Then g′ is not ∞, and ka + q11 = g′ for some positive integer q.
So ka∈B.
Thus, for any (Mb; a)∈f there are Mm∈Zn, a positive integer k, and c∈C; d∈D
such that ka= MmMb+ c+d. Since 11 is 0-de3nable, and a is de3nable over AMb, we have
d= ka− MmMb− c∈ acl(AMb). Hence d=0.
Since G is !-saturated, there is a 3nite set of triples {(ki; Mmi; ci) : i=1; : : : ; s} such
that for any (Mb; a)∈f we have kia= Mmi Mb + ci for some i. Let Qi be the set of all
Mb∈ dom(f) such that kif(Mb)= Mmi Mb + ci. We can take the set Qi − (Q1 ∪ · · · ∪Qi−1)
as Pi.
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Corollary 18. Every group endomorphism f de>nable in G has the form f(x)=
(m=k)x, where k; m are integers, k¿0, and kG=G.
Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 17 for n=1. Denote ri =mi=ki. We may as-
sume that P1; : : : ; Pt are unbounded, and Pt+1; : : : ; Ps are bounded. Fix a positive element
a¿Pt+1 ∪ · · · ∪Ps. Consider x¿a. Then x; 2x; : : : ; (t+1)x are in P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pt , and hence
there are i and distinct integers p; q such that px; qx∈Pi. So kipf(x)= kif(px)=mipx
+ci and kiqf(x)= kif(qx)=miqx+ci. Hence f(x)= rix. Thus f(x)∈{r1x; : : : ; rtx} for
x¿a.
Let f(a)= ria. We show that f(x)= rix if x¿a. As x; x + a; : : : ; x + ta are in
P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pt , there is j such that x + pa and x + qa are both in Pj, for some dis-
tinct positive integers p; q. Hence f(x) +pf(a)=f(x+pa)= rj(x+pa) and f(x) +
qf(a)=f(x+qa)= rj(x+qa). It follows that f(x)= rjx and f(a)= rja. Hence ri = rj
and f(x)= rix.
Now, let x be arbitrary. For z¿a; a−x we have f(z+x)= ri(z+x) and f(z)= riz,
and hence f(x)= rix.
3. Expansions by bounded relations
A relation (not necessarily unary) on a linearly ordered set is called bounded if its
domain is a subset bounded from above and below in all coordinates.
Theorem 19. Let G be a pure ordered abelian group with |G : nG|¡! for all positive
integers n, and G be an expansion of G by some bounded relations. Then every G-
de>nable subset of G is ultimately equal to a >nite union of cosets of nG, for some
n¡!.
Proof. We consider G as an L-structure, where L is the language of ordered abelian
groups augmented by the names Dn for the unary relations ‘x is divisible by n’. We
denote by L(G) the language L augmented by names for all elements of G. Clearly,
we may assume that G is an expansion of G by 3nitely many bounded relations, say,
P1; : : : ; Pk . Then there exists g∈G such that all Pi are relations on the interval (−g; g)
in G.
Let T be the theory of G with all elements named. Let -(x) be the set of all
quanti3er-free L(G)-formulas with free variable x. Using that |G : nG|¡∞ for all n,
it is easy to show that every formula in -(x) de3nes a 3nite union of cosets of some
subgroup nG, intersected with subsets of the form {x : a¡mx¡b}, where a; b may be
±∞. Put q(x)= {a¡x : a∈G}. Obviously, q and - are closed under conjunction, up
to T -equivalence.
Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 19, it suLces to show that T; q, and - satisfy
the conditions of following lemma.
Lemma 20. Let T be a complete theory. Let q( Mx) and -( Mx) be sets of formulas closed
under conjunction, up to T -equivalence. Suppose for every complete type p( Mx) over ∅
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containing q( Mx)
T ∪ q ∪ (p ∩ -)  p:
Let . be the set of formulas of one the forms ¬/( Mx) ∧ 0( Mx) or /( Mx) ∧ 1(x), where 0
is an arbitrary formula, /∈ q and 1∈-. Then every formula 2( Mx) in the language of
T is T-equivalent to a disjunction of >nitely many formulas from ..
Proof. Fix a formula 2( Mx). Put 3= {4∈. : T  4→ 2}. By compactness, it suLces
to prove that the set {0;¬4 : 4∈3} is inconsistent with T . Suppose the contrary. Let
p( Mx) be a complete type containing the set. We have q⊆p. (Indeed, suppose /∈ q.
Then ¬/ ∧ 2∈3 and so ¬(¬/ ∧ 2)∈p. Since 2∈p, we have /∈p.) As 2∈p, we
have T ∪ q∪ (p∩-)  2. Therefore, taking into account that q and - are closed under
conjunction, we have, by compactness, T  / ∧ 1→ 2, for some /∈ q and 1∈p∩-.
Thus / ∧ 1∈3 and / ∧ 1∈p, a contradiction.
Now we prove that T; q, and - satisfy the conditions of Lemma 20.
Let 5¿|G|, and H be a 5-saturated elementary extension of G. We denote by H the
L-reduct of H. We need to show that if u and v realize q(x) and the same quanti3er-
free L-type over G in H then they realize the same type in H.
Let MG be the convex closure of G in H . Clearly, all Pi(H) are relations on MG.
For n¿0, every coset of nH meets G because |G : nG| is 3nite and G≺H . Therefore
H=G is divisible, and so H= MG is divisible as well. Another consequence of this fact is
that u and v lie in the same coset of nH .
Consider the mapping f : MG + 〈u〉→H de3ned by f(a + ku)= a + kv for a a∈ MG
and k ∈Z. Since u; v¿ MG, the mapping f is well de3ned and injective. Clearly, f is a
group monomorphism, f is the identity on MG, and f(u)= v. Obviously, for k =0, we
have a+ ku¿0 iJ k¿0 iJ a+ kv¿0. So f preserves the order. Since, for n¿0, the
elements u and v lie in the same coset of nH , the mapping f preserves Dn. Thus, f
is an L-monomorphism. As f is the identity on MG, every partial isomorphism of H
extending f is a partial isomorphism of H.
In order to prove that u and v realizes the same type in H, it suLces to show that
f is an elementary map in H. We will show that by proving that the Duplicator has
a winning strategy in the Ehrenfeucht–FraQRssSe game of length ! in H starting from
the partial isomorphism f. The existence of such a strategy follows from Lemma 22
below. Note that this is not trivial because H is saturated over G but not over MG,
which may have power ¿5.
For a subgroup B of a torsion-free abelian group A we denote by Bˆ the pure hull of
B in A, that is, the smallest pure subgroup of A containing B. This subgroup consists
of all a∈A such that na∈B for some positive integer n. The following lemma should
be known:
Lemma 21. Let A; B be ordered abelian groups considered as L-structures, and C
a subgroup of A. Then for every L-monomorphism f : C→B there is a unique L-
monomorphism fˆ : Cˆ→B extending f.
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Proof. Let a∈ Cˆ. Then na= c for some c∈C and positive integer n. Therefore c
is divisible by n in A, and hence f(c) is divisible by n in B. Put fˆ(a)=f(c)=n;
clearly, fˆ extends f. It is easy to check that the mapping fˆ is a well-de3ned L-
monomorphism. Uniqueness: if g : Cˆ→B is an L-monomorphism extending f then
ng(a)= g(c)=f(c); hence g(a)= fˆ(a).
Lemma 22. Let A be a subgroup of H with |A|¡5, and B= MG + A. Let f : B→H
be an L-monomorphism extending the identity mapping on MG. Then for every c∈H
the mapping f can be extended to an L-homomorphism from B+ 〈c〉 to H .
Proof. By Lemma 21, f can be extended to an L-monomorphism fˆ : Bˆ→H . So if
c∈ Bˆ, the result follows. Therefore we can assume that c ∈ Bˆ. Then for all n¿0 we
have nc+ MG ∈B= MG, and so, for every a∈A, either nc¡a+ MG or a+ MG¡nc. Then for
any n¿0 the sets
A+n = {a ∈ A : nc ¡ a+ MG} and A−n = {a ∈ A : a+ MG ¡ nc}
form a partition of A.
As H= MG is divisible, for every a∈A and every n¿0 there is ha; n ∈H such that
a − nha; n ∈ MG. Since nha; n ∈B, we have ha; n ∈ Bˆ. For any a∈A we have a∈A+n iJ
nc¡nha; n + MG iJ nc¡nha; n + G iJ nc¡nha; n + nG iJ c¡ha;n + G. Similarly, a∈A−n
iJ ha; n + G¡c.
For every n¿0 choose gn ∈ G ∩ (c + nH). Consider the set
p(x) = p−(x) ∪ p+(x) ∪ r(x)
of formulas over H , where
p−(x) = {fˆ(ha; n + g) ¡ x : a ∈ A−n ; g ∈ G; n ¿ 0};
p+(x) = {x ¡ fˆ(ha; n + g) : a ∈ A+n ; g ∈ G; n ¿ 0};
r(x) = {Dn(x − gn) : n ¿ 0}:
It suLces to show that
(1) p(x) is realized in H ,
(2) for any realization d of p(x) in H , the mapping Uf : h + kc → f(h) + kd, where
h∈B; k ∈Z, is a well-de3ned L-monomorphism from B+ 〈c〉 to H extending f.
First we prove (2). Since c ∈ Bˆ, the representation of an element of B+〈c〉 in the form
h+ kc, where h∈B; k ∈Z, is unique. Therefore Uf is well de3ned. Clearly, Uf extends
f and is a group homomorphism.
In order to prove that Uf is a monomorphism of ordered groups, it suLces to show
that a + g + kc¿0 implies f(a + g) + kd¿0, for any a∈A; g∈ MG, and k ∈Z. For
k =0 it is obviously true, so we assume k =0. Assume g+ a+ kc¿0.
First suppose k¿0. Then −a ∈A+k and hence −a∈A−k . Therefore, for each u∈G
the formula fˆ(h−a; k + u)¡x is in p−(x), and so fˆ(h−a; k +G)¡d. Then kfˆ(h−a; k)+
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kf(G)¡kd and so f(−a) + f(G)¡kd. Hence f(−a) + f( MG)¡kd. In particular,
f(−a− g)¡kd and so f(a+ g) + kd¿0.
Now suppose k¡0. Then a ∈A−−k and hence a∈A+−k . Therefore, for each u∈G the
formula x¡fˆ(ha;−k+u) is in p+(x), and so d¡fˆ(ha;−k+G). Then −kd¡−kfˆ(ha;−k)
−kf(G) and so −kd¡f(a)+f(G). Hence −kd¡f(a)+f( MG). In particular, −kd¡f
(a+ g) and we again have f(a+ g) + kd¿0.
It remains to show that h+kc∈nH iJ f(h)+kd∈nH , for any h∈B and k∈Z. Both c
and d are congruent to gn modulo nH . So h+kc is congruent to h+kgn, and f(h)+kd
is congruent to f(h) + kgn, that is, to f(h + kgn). Since f is an L-monomorphism,
h+ kgn∈nH iJ f(h+ kgn)∈nH , and the result follows.
Now we prove (1). Since |A|; |G|¡5 we have |p|¡5. As H is 5-saturated it suLces
to prove that p is 3nitely satis3able in H .
Any 3nite subset of p−∪p+ is equivalent in H to a formula e¡x¡e′, where e is
−∞ or some fˆ(ha; n + g) with a∈A−n , g∈G, and e′ is ∞ or some fˆ(ha′ ; n′ + g′) with
a′∈A+n′ , g′∈G. Any 3nite subset of r is equivalent in H to one formula in r. Indeed,
h−gni ∈niH for 16i6l iJ h− c∈niH for 16i6l iJ h−gk ∈kH; where k is the least
common multiple of n1; : : : ; nl.
So we need to show that for any k¿0 the inequality e¡ky+ gk¡e′ has a solution
y in H . If e=−∞ or e′=∞, it is obvious. So we can assume that e=fˆ(ha; n)+ g and
e′=fˆ(ha′ ; n′) + g′, where a∈A−n , a′∈A+n′ , and g; g′∈G.
Since ha; n + G¡c¡ha′ ; n′ + G, we have ha; n + u¡ha′ ; n′ , and hence fˆ(ha; n + u)¡fˆ
(ha′ ; n′), for any u∈G. It follows that fˆ(ha; n)+ MG¡fˆ(ha′ ; n′)+ MG. As H= MG is divisible,
there is y∈H with
fˆ(ha;n) + MG ¡ ky + MG ¡ fˆ(ha′ ;n′) + MG:
Then e¡ky+gk¡e′, and we are done.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 19.
Corollary 23. Let G be an expansion of a divisible ordered abelian pure group G by
some bounded relations. Then every G-de>nable subset of G is bounded or cobounded.
Another proof of Corollary 23 can be obtained from the following result [6]: the
expansion of an ordered vector space over an ordered division ring by all bounded
relations admits quanti3er elimination.
Corollary 24. Let G be an expansion of some subgroup of (Q; 0;+;¡) by some
bounded relations. Then G is eventually coset-minimal.
Example 25. Let Z∗ be a nonstandard model of the theory of the ordered ring of in-
tegers, and n∗ a positive nonstandard integer. Let G be obtained from Z∗ by replacing
the multiplication with its restriction to the interval [0; n∗]. Then G is an eventually
coset-minimal but not coset-minimal discrete regular group with extra structure. Indeed,
G has no de3nable proper nonzero convex additive subgroup, because such a subgroup
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would be de3nable in Z∗, and so Z would have a proper nonzero convex additive
subgroup. Then Theorem 19 implies eventual coset-minimality of G. The set of ele-
ments in [0; n∗] which are squares in Z∗ is de3nable in G. For any positive integer n,
the set is not a 3nite union of cosets of nZ∗ intersected with intervals in Z∗, because
otherwise there is a coset of nZ whose suLciently large members are all squares. So
G is not coset-minimal.
4. Discrete coset-minimal groups
In this section, we shall prove piecewise linearity of de3nable unary functions in
discrete coset-minimal groups, thus improving [10, Theorem 4.12], which requires
the theory of the group to be coset-minimal. Throughout this section and the next,
(G;H) will be a pair of ordered groups, and f :G→H a de3nable function. We
say that (G;H) is (eventually) coset-minimal if both G and H with the full induced
structure are (eventually) coset-minimal; in this case {0}=G0¡G1¡ · · ·¡Gdeg(G) and
{0}=H0¡H1¡ · · ·¡Hdeg(H) denote the maximal series of de3nable convex subgroups
as given by Fact 3.
Recall [10, De3nitions 3.1 and 3.2] that a function f :G→H is piecewise linear if
there is a 3nite partition of G into de3nable sets {Xi : i∈I}, elements gi∈G and hi∈H
and homomorphisms 7i : 〈Xi − gi〉→H for all i∈I , such that f(x+ gi)− hi=7i(x) for
x∈Xi − gi, for all i∈I .
If f [g;∞) is piecewise linear for some g∈G, we say that f is ultimately piecewise
linear; if we need not partition G, then f is (ultimately) linear.
Fact 26 (Point and Wagner [10, Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6]). Suppose (G;H) is discrete
eventually coset-minimal, and (G∗; H∗)≡(G;H). Then (G∗; H∗) is discrete eventually
coset-minimal.
Fact 27 (Point and Wagner [10, Corollary 3.9]). If (G;H) is discrete eventually
coset-minimal, then there are de>nable homomorphisms 7i :G→H for i6deg(G) such
that any de>nable homomorphism is of the form
∑
i6deg(G) zi7i, with zi∈Z.
Fact 28 (Point and Wagner [10, Theorem 3.11]). Suppose (G;H) is discrete eventu-
ally coset-minimal. Then any de>nable function f :G→H is ultimately piecewise
linear.
Fact 29 (Point and Wagner [10, Proposition 4.7 and Theorem 4.8]). A de>nable
unary function on a coset-minimal discrete group G of degree 1 is piecewise linear;
the linear pieces are of the form x →q(x − g) + h, with q∈Q and g; h∈G.
Fact 30 (Point and Wagner [10, Lemma 3.1]). Let G be discretely ordered of degree
1. Then a nonempty de>nable subset X of G without maximal element is unbounded
in G.
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Lemma 31. Let G be a coset-minimal group, and i¡deg(G). Then for any in>nite
de>nable set X there is n¿0 such that for all but >nitely many cosets C of Gi, if C
meets X then there is c∈C with c + nGi⊆X (and in particular X ∩C is unbounded
in C above and below).
Proof. By Fact 4 there exists n¿0 such that X =
⋃
j¡k(Dj∩Ij), where Dj are cosets
of nG, and Ij are intervals. Let C be a coset of Gi not containing any of the endpoints
of the intervals Ij; clearly, at most 2k cosets of Gi do not satisfy the condition. If C
meets X then C meets some Dj∩Ij; as C is convex and does not contain the endpoints
of Ij, we have C⊆Ij, and C∩Dj⊆X . But for any c∈C∩Dj we have C∩Dj=c +
(Gi∩nG)=c + nGi.
Lemma 32. Let X be an in>nite de>nable subset of a discrete coset-minimal group G.
Then all but >nitely many elements of X have a predecessor and successor in X.
Proof. Again X can be written as
⋃
j¡k(cj + nG)∩(aj; bj), where aj; bj may be ±∞
(since G is discrete we may consider open intervals only). Clearly, if aj¡cj + ng¡bj
cj + ng has no successor in X , then cj + ng+ n¿bj, whence bj − cj − n6ng¡bj − cj.
Since there is at most one g satisfying the latter inequality, at most k elements of
X have no successor in X . Similarly, at most k elements of X have no predecessor
in X .
Theorem 33. Suppose (G;H) is discrete coset-minimal, and f :G→H is a de>nable
unary function. Then f is piecewise linear.
Proof. We shall use induction on deg(G). For deg(G)=1 this is Fact 29. So suppose
deg(G)=d+ 1 for some d¿1. By inductive hypothesis, the restriction of f to every
coset of Gd is piecewise linear; we have to show that the pieces 3t together.
Claim 34. There is n¡! and >nitely many de>nable homomorphisms 7i : nGd→H ,
such that on all but >nitely many cosets of Gd the restriction of f to a coset g+nGd
is of the form 7i(x − g) + h for some i and some h∈H .
Proof of claim. By Fact 28 the restriction of f to every coset Gd + g is ultimately
piecewise linear. The pieces must ultimately be cosets of ngGd for some (minimal)
ng¡!; it is easy to see that ngGd is de3nable uniformly in g as
{x ∈ Gd : ∃y ∈ Gd + g ∀ z ¿ yf(z + x)− f(z) = f(z)− f(z − x)}:
Since eventual coset-minimality is preserved under elementary equivalence, compact-
ness yields a 3nite least common multiple n of the ng. Let X be the set of points g
such that f is not linear on [g;∞)∩(nGd + g). Then X is bounded in every coset of
Gd, and hence intersects only 3nitely many Gd-cosets by Lemma 31. So f is linear
on all but 3nitely many cosets of nGd; as there are only countably many possibilities
for the homomorphism [f(x + g) − f(g)]nGd by Fact 27, compactness implies that
3nitely many suLce.
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The set {g∈G :∀x∈nGdf(x + g) − f(g)=7i(x)} is de3nable, and hence equal to
a 3nite union of cosets of n′G intersected with intervals for some n′¡!; moreover it
is a union of nGd-cosets. It therefore suLces to consider a de3nable subset X ⊆nn′G,
which is a union of cosets of nn′Gd and convex as a subset of nn′G, such that on
every coset of nn′Gd in X the function f is a translate of a 3xed homomorphism
7 : nn′Gd→H . To alleviate notation, we assume n=n′=1, i.e. we treat every coset of
nn′G separately; note that then X=Gd is just an interval. If X contains a maximal coset
g+ Gd, put X−=X − (g+ Gd), otherwise put X−=X .
Put g(x)=f(x+1d+1)−f(x), where 1d+1∈G is a representative for the least positive
coset of Gd. Then g is constant on cosets of Gd in X−. Thus g induces a function
Mg :X−=Gd→H , which must be piecewise linear by Fact 29. Then there exist m¡! and
a partition of X=Gd into 3nitely many subintervals Xi=Gd, such that the restriction of g
to any mG-coset intersected with any Xi is linear. Treating the Xi separately, we may
assume that g is linear on X intersected with any mG-coset.
Since the case |X=Gd|¡! is trivial, we may assume (possibly after a translation, or
replacing x by −x) that k · 1d+1∈X for all k¡!, and f(0)=0. Then for all i¡m
there exists some zi∈Z6H1 and some hi∈H , such that for all k¡!
g((km+ i)1d+1) = hi + kzi:
It follows that for all k¡!
f(km1d+1) =f(km1d+1)− f((km− 1)1d+1) + · · ·+ f(1d+1)
= hm−1 + (k − 1)zm−1 + · · ·+ h0 + (k − 1)z0
+ hm−1 + (k − 2)zm−1 + · · ·+ h0 + (k − 2)z0
+ · · ·+ hm−1 + · · ·+ h0
= k(h0 + · · ·+ hm−1) + k(k − 1)2 (z0 + · · ·+ zm−1):
Similarly, the function g′(x)=f(x + x) − f(x) − f(x) is constant on cosets of Gd in
[0; !1d+1) and induces a piecewise linear function Mg′ : [0; !1d+1)=Gd→H .
But
g′(km1d+1) =
[
2k(2k − 1)
2
− 2 k(k − 1)
2
]
(z0 + · · ·+ zm−1)
= k2(z0 + · · ·+ zm−1);
whence z0 + · · ·+ zm−1=0, and f is linear on X ∩mG. In fact, after a slight translation
the same argument shows that f is linear on X intersected with any mG-coset.
This concludes the proof.
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5. Dense coset-minimal groups
We now turn to unary functions in dense coset-minimal groups. Again, (G;H) will
be a pair of ordered groups, and f :G→H a de3nable unary function. Recall from
[10] that in a dense coset-minimal group the minimal de3nable convex subgroup G1 is
divisible and o-minimal (with the full induced structure), as are all the cosets of G1.
Fact 35 (Point and Wagner [10, Lemma 4.6]). Let X be a de>nable subset of a dense
coset-minimal group. Then X contains at most >nitely many isolated points.
Lemma 36. Let W be a de>nable subset of a dense coset-minimal group. Then
(1) the set of boundary points of W is >nite;
(2) W contains or avoids all but >nitely many cosets of G1.
Proof. If C is a coset of G1, then C∩W is a 3nite union of intervals and points by
o-minimality. So if C∩W is neither empty nor the whole of C, the set of its boundary
points is 3nite and nonempty. It follows that the set of all boundary points of W is a
de3nable discrete set, and hence 3nite by Fact 35. As W neither contains nor avoids
C only if C contains a boundary point of W , the second assertion also follows.
Fact 37 (Pillay [8]). A de>nable equivalence relation on an o-minimal set has only
>nitely many in>nite classes.
Corollary 38. A de>nable equivalence relation E on a dense coset-minimal group G
is equality or total on all but >nitely many cosets of G1.
Proof. E has only 3nitely many in3nite classes on any coset of G1 by Fact 37, each
of which must be a 3nite union of intervals and points. So the set of all boundary
points of the in3nite classes of E is de3nable and discrete, and hence 3nite. So on all
but 3nitely many cosets the E-classes are 3nite, or there is only one E-class.
Suppose on a coset C of G1 the E-classes are 3nite, but E is not equality. Put
X ={c∈C :∃x∈C[x¡c∧xEc]}. Then X is a nonempty 3nite union of intervals and
points; since X cannot contain an initial segment (−∞; c]∩C, it must have a boundary
point. The set of all these boundary points (in all cosets of G1) is de3nable and discrete,
and hence 3nite. The assertion follows.
Lemma 39. Let (G;H) be coset-minimal, with G dense and H discrete of degree 1.
If X ⊆G and Y ⊆H , and f :X→Y is a de>nable bijection, then X is >nite.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Since X contains only 3nitely many isolated points by
Fact 35, it must contain an open interval I in some coset of G1; restricting f we
may assume that f is a bijection between I and Y . Moreover, we can assume that
Y is positive. Let Y0={y∈Y :∀y′∈Y [y′¡y→f−1(y′)¡f−1(y)]}. Since I is open,
for every g∈I the set {y∈Y :f−1(y)¿g} is nonempty and must have a least element.
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Hence Y0 is in3nite, as is f−1(Y0), and the latter must contain an interval J
by o-minimality. But then fJ is order-preserving, contradicting Lemma 32.
Lemma 40. Let (G;H) be coset-minimal, with G dense and H discrete. If f :G→H
is de>nable, then f(G1) is >nite.
Proof. We shall use induction on deg(H). So suppose deg(H)=1 and f(G1) is in3nite.
By Fact 37 the equivalence relation given by f(x)=f(y) can only have 3nitely many
in3nite classes on G1, whose union is a de3nable set X ⊆G1. If G1−X is 3nite, we are
done; otherwise it contains an interval I , whose image f(I) must be in3nite. De3ne
f′ :f(I)→ I by f′(h) = max(f−1(h)∩G1). Then f′ is a de3nable bijection between
f(I) and a de3nable subset of G, contradicting Lemma 39.
Now if deg(H)=d + 1, de3ne Mf :G1→H=H1 via Mf(g)=f(g) + H1. By inductive
hypothesis the image of Mf is 3nite. But for any coset C of H1 the image of ff−1(C)
is also 3nite by inductive hypothesis. The assertion follows.
Lemma 41. Let (G;H) be coset-minimal, with G dense and H discrete. If f :H→G
is de>nable, then its image is >nite.
Proof. We shall use induction on deg(H). If deg(H)=0, then H={0} and the asser-
tion is trivial. So suppose deg(H)=d+1. We de3ne a new function f′ :f(H)→H=Hd
by f′(g)=h+Hd if h+Hd is minimal nonnegative with g∈f(h+Hd)∪f(−h+Hd).
Suppose (f′)−1(h + Hd) is in3nite for some h∈H . Then there are in3nitely many
g∈f(h + Hd), contradicting the inductive hypothesis for the function x →f(x + h)
from Hd to G. It follows that if f(H) is in3nite, so is the image X of f′, and we can
de3ne f′′ :X→G via f′′(x)= min{g∈G :f′(g)=x}. Then f′′ is a de3nable injection
from X into G, contradicting Lemma 39.
From now on let G be dense coset-minimal, and f :G→G a de3nable partial func-
tion. By o-minimality of G1 for any a∈G the restriction of f to a+ G1 is piecewise
continuous and monotone [9]; moreover any de3nable function in G is piecewise con-
tinuous, i.e. has only 3nitely many points of discontinuity [10].
Lemma 42. (a) f is monotone (in fact constant or strictly monotone) and continuous
on all but >nitely many G1-cosets.
(b) All but >nitely many G1-cosets are contained in or avoid dom(f) and im(f).
(c) f(G1 + g)⊆G1 + f(g) for all but >nitely many G1-cosets G1 + g.
(d) f(G1 + g)⊇G1 + f(g) for all but >nitely many G1-cosets G1 + g where f is
not constant.
Proof. (a) Let the formula ’(x) say that x is a point of discontinuity, or that f is not
monotone in some neighborhood of x. Since in each G1-coset f has only 3nitely many
such points, ’(G) is a set of isolated points, and hence 3nite by Fact 35. Similarly,
the set of points x such that f is strictly increasing (or strictly decreasing, or constant)
can have only 3nitely many boundary points (as they form a set of isolated points).
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It follows that f is locally strictly increasing, or locally constant, or locally strictly
decreasing, on all but 3nitely many cosets of G1. But if f is locally strictly increasing,
say, on some coset C of G1, then for all c∈C the set of c′∈C such that f(c′)¿f(c)
cannot have a boundary point except for c, and f is strictly increasing on C. It follows
that f is strictly increasing, strictly decreasing, or constant, on all but 3nitely many
cosets of G1.
(b) Immediate from Lemma 36.
(c) If f−1(G1 +f(g)) does not contain G1 + g, it has a boundary point w∈G1 + g,
which is a point of discontinuity, or a boundary point of dom(f). We may thus apply
(a) or (b).
(d) Fix an element g′ in a coset G1 + g′, and de3ne a function f′ :G=G1→G1 + g′
by setting f′(C), for C∈G=G1, to be the boundary point of f(C) in G1 + g′ diJerent
from but closest to g′ (if it exists, and the bigger one if there are two which are
equidistant). By Lemma 41 the image of f′ is 3nite, which means that there cannot
be an accumulation point of these boundary points: they are all isolated. Hence the set
of all boundary points, in all cosets of G1, is 3nite by Fact 35.
Suppose there are in3nitely many cosets Ci (on which f is not constant) which give
rise to the same boundary points. By (a) we may assume that f is continuous and
strictly monotone on all cosets of G1. It follows that for any c∈f(C0) the inverse
image f−1(c) has exactly one element in every Ci, and hence contains in3nitely many
isolated points, contradicting Fact 35.
Theorem 43. Except possibly for >nitely many cosets of G1, the function f is piece-
wise linear, of the form qf(x)=px + g, for some q∈N+; p∈Z, and g∈G.
Proof. We use induction on deg(G), the case deg(G)=1 being trivial. Suppose deg(G)
=2. By Lemma 42 (on all but 3nitely many G1-cosets) f induces a function Mf :G=G1
→G=G1.
Fact 29 implies that Mf is piecewise linear, and there is a de3nable partition of G into
pieces X0; : : : ; Xn respecting the cosets of G1, elements gi; hi∈G and pi∈Z; qi∈N+ for
i6n, such that qif(x)∈pix + gi + G1 for x∈Xi.
Consider fi : x → qif(x)−pix− gi. This is a function from Xi to G1. Suppose there
are in3nitely many cosets of G1 on which fi is not constant, and let X be their union.
By Lemma 42 we may assume that fi is continuous and strictly monotone on all cosets
of G1 in X , and fi(C)=G1 for every coset C⊂X . Pick g∈G1. Then f−1i (g) intersects
each coset C⊂X in a single point, and hence contains an in3nite set of isolated points,
contradicting Fact 35.
It follows that fi is constant on all but 3nitely many cosets of G1, and takes only
3nitely many values by Lemma 41. But this means that f is piecewise linear outside
3nitely many cosets of G1, with pieces of the form qf(x)=px + g.
Suppose now the assertion is true for groups of degree at most d, and deg(G)=d+
1¿2. If f is piecewise linear but not linear on some coset of G1, the set of boundary
points of the pieces is de3nable; as the set of all those boundary points of all cosets of
G1 is a de3nable set of isolated points, it is 3nite. By inductive hypothesis every coset
of Gd contains only 3nitely many cosets of G1 where f is not linear; by Lemmas 31
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or 32 applied to G=G1, the set of cosets of G1 where f is not linear is 3nite. Fix a
positive c∈G1, and let h(x)=f(x + c) − f(x). This function is constant on all but
3nitely many cosets of G1 and induces a function G=G1→G1, which has 3nite image
by Lemma 41. Splitting dom(f) into 3nitely many pieces, we may assume that h takes
a constant value (p=q)c. (Note that p=q must be in Q.)
It follows that qf(x) − px is constant on cosets of G1 and induces a function
Mf :G=G1→G, whose image is 3nite by Lemma 41. Thus, f is piecewise linear except
possibly on 3nitely many cosets of G1, with pieces of the form qf(x) = px + g.
Corollary 44. Let G be a dense coset-minimal group, and F the family of all de-
>nable unary functions on G1. Then any de>nable (with parameters) unary func-
tion is de>nable (with parameters) in the reduct of G to the language
L={¡;+;F}.
Corollary 45. Every de>nable function in a dense coset-minimal ordered group is
piecewise monotone.
Proof. On the cosets of G1 where f is not linear, it is (up to translation) a function
from F, which is piecewise monotone by o-minimality.
By Fact 26 eventual coset-minimality of a discrete group is preserved under elemen-
tary equivalence. We now show that this also holds for divisible groups; in Section
7.2 we shall see that divisibility is necessary.
Theorem 46. Let G be eventually coset-minimal with G1 divisible, and G∗ elementar-
ily equivalent to G. Then G∗ is eventually coset-minimal.
Proof. G=G1 is eventually coset-minimal discrete, and so is G∗=G∗1 by Fact 26; more-
over there are no new de3nable convex subgroups, as their number is 3nite in G. Let
X ( Ma) be an Ma-de3nable subset of G∗, and G∗i a de3nable convex subgroup. So there
are n¡!, and elements g∈G∗i ; g′¿G∗i , and ci∈G∗, such that
[X ( Ma) + G∗1 )]=G
∗
1 ∩ (g; g′)=G∗1 =
⋃
i¡n
[n(G∗=G∗1 ) + ci + G
∗
1 ] ∩ (g; g′)=G∗1 :
Since G is eventually coset-minimal and G1 divisible, G satis3es
∀ Mz ∃x∈Gi ∃x′ ¿ Gi ∀y ∈ (x; x′)[y ∈ X ( Mz)→ (y + G1) ∩ (x; x′) ⊆ X ( Mz)]
as for any Mz∈G the set de3ned by X ( Mz) is equal to a 3nite union of cosets of kG
(for some k) in some interval containing an end segment of Gi, and hence either con-
tains or avoids any coset of G1=kG1. But then this sentence holds in G∗ as well,
and X ( Ma) is equal to
⋃
i¡n(nG
∗ + ci) on some interval containing an end segment
of G∗i .
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Proposition 47. Let G be dense coset-minimal, and G1 its smallest nontrivial convex
de>nable subgroup. Then G1 is stably embedded in G.
Proof. Let X be an A-de3nable subset of Gn1, for some 3nite nonempty set of pa-
rameters A in G and n¿1; we have to prove that X is de3nable with parameters in
G1. It suLces to prove the assertion for A={a} with a =∈G1 because we can name all
elements of G1 and all elements of A except for one and then proceed by induction.
We shall use induction on n. By Fact 6, G1 with the full induced structure is
o-minimal. Therefore the assertion is obvious for n=1, as a de3nable subset of G1 is
a 3nite union of open intervals and points. Let n¿1.
As G1 with the traces of all a-de3nable relations is o-minimal, there is an a-de3nable
cell-decomposition of X [5], and X is a Boolean combination of sets of the form
{(x1; : : : ; xn) ∈ Gn1 : Mx ∈ Y ∧ f( Mx)6 xi}
for some 0¡i6n, where Mx=(x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn); Y is an a-de3nable subset of
Gn−11 , and f is an a-de3nable function from G
n−1
1 to G1. By inductive hypothesis Y
is G1-de3nable. It suLces to show that f is G1-de3nable. We shall exhibit a in the
de3nition of f and write f( Mx; a). As the set
S={y : f( Mx; y) is not a function on Gn−11 }
is 0-de3nable, we may modify f( Mx; y) to be 0 for y∈S, and assume that f( Mx; y) is a
0-de3nable function from Gn−11 × G to G1.
Suppose for some Mb∈Gn−11 the function f( Mb; y) is not constant on a + G1. Then
the G1-de3nable set D={y∈G :f( Mb; y)=f( Mb; a)} meets but does not contain a+G1.
Therefore a+ G1 contains a boundary point of D, because of o-minimality of a+ G1
with the full induced structure. As D has 3nitely many boundary points by Lemma 36,
every boundary point of D is G1-de3nable. Hence a is G1-de3nable as the diJerence
of two G1-de3nable points, and we are done.
Now suppose that for any Mb∈Gn−11 the function f( Mb; y) is constant on a + G1.
Consider the function F Mb :G=G1→G1, where F Mb(g+G1) is f( Mb; g) if f( Mb; y) is constant
on g+G1, and 0 otherwise. In particular, F Mb(a+G1)=f( Mb; a) for any Mb. Clearly, the
function F Mb is Mb-de3nable uniformly in Mb, as is the set of its values X Mb in G1. Since
G=G1 is discrete by Fact 2(4), X Mb is 3nite by Lemma 41. Since G1 with the full induced
structure is o-minimal, by Knight et al. [5] there is m¡! such that |X Mb|6m for all Mb.
For 16i6k6m let Zik be the set of all Mb∈Gn−11 such that |X Mb|=k and f( Mb; a) is the
ith element of X Mb. The sets Zik are a-de3nable and so G1-de3nable, by the inductive
hypothesis. Since f( Mb; a)∈X Mb for any Mb, the sets Zik , form a partition of Gn−11 . Then
z=f( Mx; a) is G1-de3nable by the disjunction of the formulas saying “ Mx∈Zik and z is
the ith element of X Mx”, for all i; k:
6. The exchange property
A structure M is said to have the exchange property if a∈acl(Bb)− acl(B) implies
b∈acl(Ba), for any elements a; b and any subset (equivalently, for any 3nite subset) B
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of M. A theory is said to have the exchange property if all its models have it. Clearly,
a complete theory has the exchange property iJ it has an !-saturated model with the
exchange property.
Let G be an arbitrary ordered abelian group of 3nite regular rank, and
0 = G0 ¡ G1 ¡ · · · ¡ Gd = G
a series of convex subgroups with regular quotients Gi+1=Gi for i¡d. Let G=
(G;Gi)i6d.
Recall that the pure hull of a subgroup H of G is Hˆ={g∈G :∃k¿0 kg∈H}.
Consider A⊆G, and let C be the subgroup generated by A and 1 if G is discrete, and
by A if G is dense.
Theorem 48. The algebraic closure of A in G is equal to the pure hull of C.
Proof. Clearly, any element of Cˆ is algebraic over A. Suppose a is algebraic over A.
Since ¡ is in the language, a is de3nable over A in G, and so the constant func-
tion f on G with value a is de3nable over A in G. By Theorem 17, kf(x)=mx +
c on some in3nite set P, where k; m∈Z; k¿0, and c∈C. For diJerent b; b′∈P
we have ka=mb + c=mb′ + c. Hence m=0 and ka=c∈C, so the result
follows.
So, in G and G the algebraic closure operators coincide. If G is dense, only 0
is algebraic; if G is discrete the algebraic elements are exactly the multiples of 1.
Moreover, if G is dense, algebraic dependence is just linear dependence; if G is discrete,
algebraic dependence is just linear dependence modulo the subgroup generated by 1.
As in every torsion-free abelian group the linear dependence relation has the exchange
property, we have
Theorem 49. G and G have the exchange property.
Proof. If a∈acl(Ab) then, by Theorem 48, ka=mb + c for some c∈C and integers
k; m with k¿0. If, in addition, a =∈acl(A) then m = 0 and so b∈acl(Aa).
Since the classes of all pure ordered abelian groups of 3nite regular rank and all
expanded groups of the form G are closed under elementary equivalence, this proves,
in fact, the following stronger result.
Corollary 50. The theories of G and G have the exchange property.
Note that for the 3rst of the classes the closedness under elementary equivalence
is not obvious and was proven in [1]. However, there is a direct argument which
does not use the result from [1]: for every group G of 3nite regular rank there is an
elementarily equivalent !-saturated group of 3nite regular rank. Indeed, expand G to
G and consider the reduct of any !-saturated model of the theory of G to the language
of ordered groups.
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Conversely, we have:
Proposition 51. An ordered group whose theory has the exchange property is abelian.
More generally, a torsion-free group with extra structure whose theory has the ex-
change property is abelian.
Proof. Suppose G is a counterexample to the assertion. We may assume that G is
!-saturated. Then there is a∈G with an in3nite conjugacy class aG. Indeed, otherwise,
by !-saturation, all conjugacy classes would be 3nite of uniformly bounded size, which
is equivalent to the 3niteness of the derived subgroup [7], which is impossible in a
nonabelian torsion-free group. As G is saturated over a, there is b∈G with ab =∈acl(a).
Since G is torsion-free, the centralizer of a is in3nite, and so its coset CG(a)b is in3nite.
As G is saturated over a; ab there is c∈CG(a)b− acl(a; ab). Then ab=ac∈acl(a; c)−
acl(a), but c =∈acl(a; ab), contradicting the exchange property.
Problem 52. Does every pure ordered abelian group have the exchange property?
Theorem 53. A dense coset-minimal group has the exchange property.
Proof. Let G be a dense coset-minimal ordered group. Assume that G does not have
the exchange property. Then there are a; b∈G and a (3nite) subset B⊂G such that
a∈acl(B; b)− acl(B), and b =∈acl(B; a). Since G is ordered, algebraic closure coincides
with de3nable closure; this means that there exists a B-de3nable function f such that
f(b)=a and the preimage of a under f is in3nite.
By Theorem 43 the function f is piecewise linear, except possibly on a union X
of 3nitely many cosets of G1; note that X is B-de3nable. By Lemma 40 the image
f(X ) is again contained in 3nitely many cosets of G1, whose union is a B-de3nable
set Y . But the structure 〈B ∪ X ∪ Y; f;¡〉 is o-minimal (after adding 3nitely many
points to separate the diJerent cosets of G1) and has the exchange property. Hence
f−1(a) ∩ X is 3nite (as otherwise in some elementary extension we 3nd b′ =∈acl(B; a)
with f(b′)=a). It follows that f−1(a) − X is in3nite. Since a is not algebraic over
B, it cannot lie in the 3nite image of the pieces where f is constant. So by piecewise
linearity f−1(a)− X consists of isolated points, contradicting Lemma 35.
A dense (even divisible) eventually coset-minimal group need not have the exchange
property.
Example 54. Let M=(Q;+;¡;Z), and M∗ be an !-saturated elementary extension
of M. By !-saturation there is g∈Z∗ with g¿Z. Let N be obtained from M∗ by
replacing the predicate Z∗ by the de3nable set S=Z∗ ∩ [−g; g]. In N there is no
de3nable proper nonzero convex subgroup, because such a subgroup would be de3nable
in M∗ and therefore Q would have a nonzero convex subgroup. Then N is eventually
coset-minimal, by Corollary 23.
The exchange property fails for N. Indeed, by !-saturation of N, there is a non-
algebraic element a ∈ S, Again, by !-saturation, there is an element b nonalgebraic
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over a with a¡b¡a+ 1. The element a is algebraic over b because a is de3nable as
the maximal element in S which is less than b.
7. Examples
7.1. De>nable homomorphisms of coset-minimal groups need not be piecewise
monotone
Theorem 55. There is a discrete group with coset-minimal theory in which some de-
>nable endomorphism is not piecewise monotone.
Proof. Let G=(Zd; 0; 11; : : : ; 1d;+;−;¡;=; f; D‘ : 0¡‘¡!), where 1i ; =(M0; 1; M0) has
a 1 at the (d + 1 − i)th position, the order is lexicographic, the predicates D‘ denote
divisibility by ‘, and f is an endomorphism with kernel M0 × Zk for some k¿d=2
satisfying f(1i)=Bi1i−k for some choice of Bi ∈ {±1}, for k¡i6d. Clearly f is not
piecewise monotone, unless all Bi are equal. We shall show that G is coset-minimal.
Let 4i−1(x) be the formula −1i¡2x¡1i for 0¡i6d, and let 4d(x) be x=x. Consider
the following theory T :
(1) the axioms for a linearly ordered abelian group;
(2) 11¡12¡ · · ·¡1d;
(3) 4i−1(x) de3nes a convex subgroup, and 1i is the least positive element modulo
4i−1, for 0¡i6d;
(4) for all x and all ‘¿0 there are unique k1; : : : ; kd with 06k1; : : : ; kd¡‘, such that
a−∑i ki1i is divisible by ‘;
(5) D‘(x) if and only if x is divisible by ‘, for all ‘¿0;
(6) f is an endomorphism with ker(f)=4k and f(4i)=4i−k for all k6i6d;
(7) f(1i)=0 if i6k, and f(1i)=Bi1i−k if i¿k;
(8) the induced homomorphisms Mf : 4i=4i−1→4i−k =4i−k−1 are order-preserving if Bi=1,
and order-reversing if Bi= − 1.
Proposition 56. T eliminates quanti>ers and is complete.
Proof. For integers k1; : : : ; kd put Mk=
∑d
i=1 ki1i. Since f is an endomorphism with
f2=0, it is easy to see that every term t(x1; : : : ; xs) is T -equivalent to a term of the
form Mk +
∑s
j=1[mjxj + njf(xj)], for some integers ki; mj; nj.
Claim 57. Every L-formula of the form ∃x’(x; My) with ’ quanti>er-free is T -equi-
valent to a >nite disjunction of formulas of the form  ( My) ∧ ∃x∧i ’i(x; My), where  
is quanti>er-free and each ’i is of the form
mx + nf(x) = v or mx + nf(x) ¡ v or mx + nf(x) ¿ v;
where v is an L-term in variables My, and m; n ∈ Z.
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Proof of claim. Clearly we may assume that ’ is a conjunction of atomic formulas or
negated atomic formulas. As u = v is equivalent u¡v∨v¡u and u =¡v is equivalent
to v¡u∨u=v, and ¬D‘(u) is equivalent to∨
{D‘(u− Mk) : 06 ki ¡ ‘; Mk = M0}
by axiom (4), we may assume that there are no negations. Since D‘(u) is T -equivalent
to D‘m(mu), we may assume that all divisibility conditions involve the same subscript
‘; by axiom (4) again D‘(mx + nf(x) + t( My)), where m; n are integers and t( My) is a
term in My, is T -equivalent to∨
06k1 ;:::;kd¡‘
[D‘(x − Mk) ∧ D‘(m Mk + nf( Mk) + t( My))]:
It follows that ’(x; My) is T -equivalent to a 3nite disjunction of a conjunction of formulas
of the form indicated, or of the form D‘(x− Mk) with 06k1; : : : ; kd¡‘. Clearly, we may
assume that only one such term occurs, as D‘(x − u)∧D‘(x − v) is T -equivalent to
D‘(x − u)∧D‘(u− v).
Since ∃x[#(x; My) ∧ D‘(x − Mk)] is T -equivalent to ∃x′[#(‘x′ + Mk; My)], the result
follows.
Claim 58. For integers m; n with m¿0, the following equivalences hold in T :
(1) mx + nf(x)=u≡m2x=mu− nf(u),
(2) mx + nf(x)¡u≡2mx¡2u− 1d−k+1 ∨ [mf(x)=f(u)∧m2x¡mu− nf(u)],
(3) mx + nf(x)¿u≡2mx¿2u+ 1d−k+1 ∨ [mf(x)=f(u)∧m2x¿mu− nf(u)].
Proof of claim. (1) As f2=0, we have
mx + nf(x) = u≡m2x + nmf(x) = mu ∧ mf(x) = f(u)
≡m2x + nf(u) = mu ∧ mf(x) = f(u)
≡m2x = mu− nf(u):
(2) We have mx+im(f)¡u if and only if 2mx¡2u−1d−k+1; and if mx+im(f)=u+
im(f), then mf (x)=f(u). The assertion follows.
(3) is similar.
Claim 59. For all ‘¿0 there is a quanti>er-free formula #‘(y; z) which is T -equi-
valent to ∃xy¡‘x¡z.
Proof of claim. Axioms (1)–(5) axiomatize Th(〈Zd; 0; M1;+;−;¡; = ; D‘: 0¡‘¡!〉),
which has quanti3er-elimination by [12].
By Claims 57 and 58 it is now enough to consider a formula ∃x∧i ’i(x; My), where
every ’i is of one of the following forms:
(1) mx=v,
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(2) mf(x)=v,
(3) mx¡v, or mx¿v,
(4) mf(x)¡v, or mf(x)¿v
for some positive integer m and some term v in My. Multiplying every equation and
inequality by some positive integer, we may assume that the m occurring in the various
’i is always the same. Moreover, we may assume that at most one of the ’i is of
any given form (where ¡ and ¿ count separately): For instance, mx¡v1∧mx¡v2 is
equivalent to [v16v2∧mx¡v1] ∨ [v26v1∧mx¡v2].
If ’0 (say) is mx=v, then every ’i(x; My) is of the form  i(mx; My), and ∃x
∧
i ’i(x; My)
is T -equivalent to Dm(v)∧
∧
i¿0  i(v; My).
If there is no formula of type (1), but ’0 is mf(x)=v, we may replace mf(x)
by v in formulas of type (4), and assume that no such formulas exist. We claim that
∃x[mf(x)=v∧u¡mx¡w], for terms v; u; w in My, is T -equivalent to
Dm(v)∧ v ∈ im(f) ∧ #m(u; w)
∧
{
v = f(u) ∨
d−k∨
i=1
[v− f(u) ∈ 4i − 4i−1 ∧ Bi+k(v− f(u)) ¿ 0]
}
∧
{
v = f(w) ∨
d−k∨
i=1
[f(w)− v ∈ 4i − 4i−1 ∧ Bi+k(f(w)− v) ¿ 0]
}
;
where the condition v− f(u)∈4i − 4i−1 translates as
−1i+1 ¡ 2v− 2f(u) ¡ 1i+1 ∧ [2v− 2f(u) ¡ −1i ∨ 2v− 2f(u) ¿ 1i]:
Indeed, suppose there is an x as required, and v−f(u)∈4i−4i−1. Then mx−u∈4i+k−
4i+k−1; applying f to the inequality mx−u¿0 we obtain Bi+k [v−f(u)]=Bi+k [mf(x)−
f(u)]¿0. The last conjunct follows similarly.
Conversely, suppose the formula holds. Then there are x0 and x1 such that mf(x0)=v
and u¡mx1¡w. If f(x0)=f(x1) we are done, so suppose f(x0) =f(x1), and x0¡x1,
say. If v − f(u)∈4i − 4i−1 and Bi+k [v − f(u)]¿0, then u¡mx0¡mx1¡w. Finally, if
v=f(u), then there is x2∈ker(f) such that m(x0 + x2)¿u; as f(x0) =f(x1), we have
m(x0 + x2)¡mx1¡w.
As the cases of a one-sided inequality u¡mx or mx¡w are analogous (but simpler),
the proof of this case is 3nished.
If there is no formula of type (1) or (2), note 3rst that the formula u¡mx is
T -equivalent to
[u ¡ mx ∧ f(u) = mf(x)] ∨
d−k∨
i=1
[mf(x)− f(u) ∈ 4i − 4i−1
∧Bi+k [mf(x)− f(u)] ¿ 0]:
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It follows from the preceding case that we may assume that there is no formula of
type (3). As the formula ∃x u¡mf(x)¡w is T -equivalent to
#m(u; w) ∧ 2u ¡ 1n−k+1 ∧ 2w ¿ −1n−k+1;
T eliminates quanti3ers.
G embeds into any model G∗ of T via Mk
G → MkG
∗
; this embedding preserves the
order, the divisibility conditions and f. It follows that T is complete.
Proposition 60. T is coset-minimal.
Proof. By Claim 58 and the trick used in the proof of Claim 57, it is suLcient to
show that each of the following formulas de3nes a 3nite union of cosets of subgroups,
intersected with intervals:
(1) mx=a or mf(x)=a,
(2) mx¡a or mx¿a,
(3) mf(x)¡a or mf(x)¿a,
(4) D‘(x − a),
where m∈Z×; 0¡‘¡!, and a is group element.
Formulas of type (1) de3ne a point or a coset of 4k . For mx¡a, let 06k1; : : : ; kd¡m
be such that a− Mk=mb for some b, and i is minimal such that ki+1= · · · =kd=0. Then
mx¡a de3nes the set
x ¡ b ∨ x − b ∈ 4i−1
(for i=0 the second disjunct is empty). The case mx¿a is similar.
Next, take mf(x)¡a. There are b and i6d such that my¡a is equivalent to y¡b∨
y − b∈4i−1; since f−1(b + 4i−1)=f−1(b) + 4i−1+k , it is suLcient to consider just
f(x)¡0. This is equivalent to
d∨
i=k+1
[4i(x) ∨ 2Bix ¡ −1i]:
Finally, D‘(x − a) de3nes the coset a+ ‘4d.
Propositions 56 and 60 now yield Theorem 55.
Theorem 61. There is a coset-minimal dense pair (G;H) in which some de>nable
homomorphism f :G→H is not piecewise monotone.
Proof. Let G∼=H∼=Z×Q with lexicographic ordering, and f : (z; q) → (−z; q). Let M
be the structure (G;H; 0G;+G;6G; 0H ;+H ;6H ; f); note that the map (z; q) → (z; q)
from G to H is not part of the structure.
It can be shown as in the proof of Theorem 55 that M is coset-minimal: the only
new structure induced on G by f is the order ≺ de3ned by x≺y⇔f(x)¡f(y), which
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is already de3nable as
2x − (1; 0) ¿ 2y ∨ [2y − 2x ¡ (1; 0) ∧ x ¡ y]
(and similarly for H). Obviously f is not piecewise monotone.
7.2. Elementary equivalence does not preserve eventual coset-minimality
The class of eventually coset-minimal discrete groups is closed under elementary
equivalence [10], as is the class of eventually coset-minimal dense groups with divisible
G1 (Theorem 46). We show that these conditions are essential.
Theorem 62. There exists an eventually coset-minimal dense group whose theory is
not eventually coset-minimal.
Proof. Let G=〈Z(2); 0; 1;+;¡; R〉, where Z(2)={m=n∈Q : n odd} and R is the binary
relation interpreted as follows:
RG = {(x; y) ∈ G2: for all n ¡ !; if 2n | x; then 2n |y}:
Proposition 63. The structure G allows elimination of quanti>ers in the language
L={0; 1;+;¡; = ; R; D‘: 0¡‘¡!}.
Proof. Again, we 3rst reduce the number of possibilities for the formulas we have to
consider.
Claim 64. For any nonzero integer n, the following equivalences hold in G:
(1) R(x; y)≡R(nx; ny);
(2) R(x; y)≡R(nx; y)≡R(x; ny) if n is odd;
(3) R(x; y)≡R(x; y ± x);
(4) R(x; y)≡R(x ± 2y; y).
Proof of claim. (1) and (2) are obvious. For (3), if 2k | x and R(x; y), then 2k |y and
hence 2k |y ± x; conversely, if R(x; y ± x), then R(x; y) by the direction just proved.
Finally, if 2k is the largest power of 2 dividing y and R(x; y), then 2k+1 divides 2y
but not x, so 2k+1 does not divide x± 2y and R(x± 2y; y); again, this also proves the
converse.
Claim 65. A quanti>er-free formula in variables x My is equivalent in G to a disjunction
of conjunctions of formulas of the form
(1) nx= t( My);
(2) nx¡t( My) or t( My)¡nx;
(3) D‘(nx + k) for some nonnegative integer k¡‘;
(4) R(nx + t( My); t′( My));
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(5) R(t( My); nx + t′( My));
(6) a quanti>er-free formula in My;
where n is an integer, 0¡‘¡!, and t( My); t′( My) are terms.
Proof of claim. As 0; 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1 form a system or representatives for G=‘G, the
rewriting of a subformula not involving R works as in the proof of Theorem 55.
Since ¬R(x; y)≡R(2y; x), we only have to deal with an atomic formula of the form
R(mx+ t( My); nx+ t′( My)), for positive integers m; n. Suppose m=2im′ and n=2jn′, with
m′; n′ odd. Then
R(mx + t( My); nx + t′( My))
≡ R(2im′n′x + n′t( My); 2jm′n′x + m′t′( My))
≡
{
R(2im′n′x + n′t( My); m′t′( My)− 2j−in′t( My)) if i 6 j;
R(n′t( My)− 2i−jm′t′( My); 2jm′n′x + m′t′( My)) if i ¿ j:
The assertion follows.
Claim 66. R(a; x + b)∧R(c; x + d) is equivalent in G to
[R(a; c) ∧ R(a; b− d) ∧ R(c; x + d)] ∨ [R(c; a) ∧ R(c; d− b) ∧ R(a; x + b)]:
Proof of claim. Suppose R(a; c) and R(c; x + d) hold. Then R(a; x + d), whence
R(a; x + b) if and only if R(a; b − d). The case R(c; a)∧R(a; x + b) is similar; to-
gether they prove the assertion.
It is thus suLcient to eliminate the existential quanti3er in a formula ∃x∧’i(x; My),
where each ’i is of one of forms (1)–(5). As in the proof of Example 55 we may
assume that all ‘ occurring are the same, split into a disjunction of the ‘ possi-
ble cases with just one conjunct D‘(x − k) for some 06k¡‘, and 3nally replace
∃x[#(x; My)∧D‘(x− k)] by ∃x′#(lx′+ k; My). So we can assume that there is no formula
of type (3).
Next, we may replace n by the least common multiple of all those occurring (and
modify the terms accordingly), and assume that they are all the same. Clearly, if there
is a formula of type (1), say nx= t( My), we just replace nx by t( My) throughout and are
done. Also, we can assume that there is at most one formula of type (2) of the form
t( My)¡nx¡t′( My), and at most one formula of type (5). In short, we want to existentially
quantify x in a formula of the form
t( My) ¡ nx ¡ t′( My) ∧ R(t′′( My); nx + t′′′( My)) ∧
∧
i∈I
R(nx + ti( My); t′i ( My)):
For g∈G, let G(g) be the subgroup de3ned by R(g; :) (i.e. the subgroup of those
elements at least as 2-divisible as g). Then R(g+y; h) says y ∈G(2h)−g, and R(g; h+y)
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says y∈G(g)− h. So the formula translates as
t( My) ¡ nx ¡ t′( My) ∧ nx ∈ {[G(t′′( My))− t′′′( My)]
∖⋃
i∈I
[G(2t′i ( My))− ti( My)]}:
Since all cosets of unbounded subgroups of G are dense, the 3rst conjunct can be
replaced by t( My)¡t′( My). So we have to say that the set in the second conjunct is
nonempty, and contains an n-divisible element. In other words, if k is maximal such
that 2k | n, we have to show that (†)
⋃
i∈I
[G(2t′i ( My))− ti( My) + t′′′( My)] ∪
2k−1⋃
i=1
[G(n) + i + t′′′( My)]
does not cover G(t′′( My)). Recall that Neumann’s Lemma [7] states that if a group G is
covered by 3nitely many cosets of subgroups Gi, then the cosets of subgroups of 3nite
index still cover G, and
∑
i 1=[G :Gi]¿1. This limits, uniformly in terms of |I | and
n, the number of possible indices and coset containments one has to consider; since
|G(g) :G(h) | = 2k is expressible as R(2kg; h)∧R(h; 2kg) for any k¡!, condition (†)
is quanti3er-free expressible using R.
Proposition 67. G is eventually coset-minimal.
Proof. For any g∈G the sets de3ned by R(g; x) and R(x; g) are G(g) and G−G(2g),
respectively.
In a nonstandard model G∗ of Th(G) there is an in3nitely 2-divisible element n∗,
and R(n∗; x) de3nes an unbounded subgroup of in3nite index in G∗, so Th(G) is not
eventually coset-minimal. This completes the proof of Theorem 62.
Problem 68. Is coset-minimality preserved under elementary equivalence?
Problem 69. Classify the binary, or n-ary, de>nable functions in a coset-minimal
group.
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